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Rev. K. Freeman, 2nd Sunday after Pentecost, June 14th, 2020:  Gen. 18:1-15, 21:1-7; Ps 116:1,10-17;  
Romans 5:1-8; Matthew 9:35-10:23 

 

In today’s Gospel, Jesus sends out the twelve apostles to “the lost sheep of the 

house of Israel.”  And he says it will be risky and dangerous there – for they may 

not be welcomed by their own people: “See, I am sending you out like sheep into 

the midst of wolves…” 

 

For today’s sermon, I’m drawing heavily from an African-American theologian and 

civil rights leader, the Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman, who played a pivotal role in the 

social and racial justice efforts of the 20th century.  As part of the Sacred Ground 

course I’m taking about race and racism, I’m reading his book, Jesus and the 

Disinherited, written in 1949.  In the book, Thurman claims, “It is necessary to 

examine the religion of Jesus against the background of his own age and people, 

and to inquire into the content of his teaching with reference to the disinherited 

and the underprivileged.”   

 

The context in which Jesus lived is so important. We need to remember that Jesus 

was a Jew; that Jesus and his family were poor; and that Jesus and the Jewish 

people of his time were “part of a minority group in the midst of a larger dominant 

and controlling group.”  Palestine was in the hands of the Romans and in that 

period there was “an increasing desecration of the Holy Land.”  We know the 

Romans extracted high taxes from the Jews to build temples in honor of Caesar.  

“It was a sad and desolate time for the Jewish people.”  Even their own King Herod 

became a “symbol of shame and humiliation for all of Israel.” 
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From the year 6 AD, Judea was absorbed into Roman Syria; in the year 70 AD 

Jerusalem and its temple were destroyed.  Between those two dates Jesus 

preached and was crucified on Golgotha. During all that time the life of the little 

nation of Israel was a tragic drama; “its patriotic emotions were aroused to the 

highest pitch and then still more inflamed by the identification of national politics 

with a national religion” (Vladimir Simkhovitch, Toward the Understanding of Jesus). 

 

All of these factors, combined with the religious heritage of Jesus, determined the 

revolutionary character of much of his teaching.  Perhaps this is why he sent the 

apostles first to “the lost sheep of the house of Israel” – who were suffering from 

the loss of status, freedom, and autonomy, and haunted by the dream of the 

restoration of a lost glory and a former greatness.”  (Thurmond) 

 

Rome was everywhere. No Jewish person of the period could deal with the 

question of his daily life, his vocation, his place in society, until first he settled deep 

within himself this critical question:  what should his attitude be towards his 

oppressor?  Thurmond asserts, “this is the position of the disinherited in every 

age. What must be the attitude toward the rulers, the controllers of political, 

social, and economic life?”   
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There seems to be only two alternatives:  to resist or not to resist. King Herod,  

the Sadducees  and the Pharisees chose not to resist.  “They loved Israel, but  

they seem to have loved security more.  They made their public peace with Rome 

and went on about the business of living.”  Those who do not resist the oppressors 

tend to stand firmly against any revolutionaries and radicals, so as to maintain 

their security, and in so doing, they become oppressive themselves.  The Apostles 

would be unwelcome in that kind of house, possibly even endangered, like sheep 

amidst wolves.  

 

The other alternative attitude is resistance.  Thurmond says:  “Armed resistance is 

apt to be a tragic last resort in the life of the disinherited.”  Tragic, because it 

doesn’t usually end well when faced with a more powerful force.  Resistance was 

the attitude of the Jewish Zealots of Jesus’ day. The Zealots were uncompromising 

and aggressive in their opposition to Rome.  (Jesus had a Zealot among his band of 

followers, indeed among the twelve – his name was Simon the Zealot in Luke’s 

gospel – called Simon the Cananaean here in Matthew).   

 

In the face of the two alternative attitudes to oppression, resistance or non-

resistance, Jesus came forth with a completely radical option:  that of humility. 

One of the tactics of an oppressor is humiliation - but the humble, by definition, 

cannot be humiliated.  Thurmond comments that this position of humility that 

Jesus takes would have been deeply resented by many of his fellow Jews, who 

were suffering even as he was.  To them, showing humility was a betrayal to the 

enemy, and just ineffective groveling.  
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All of this would have been quite true if Jesus had stopped there – but he did not – 

because he knew that anyone who permits another to determine the quality of his 

inner life gives into the hands of the other the keys to his destiny, where he can 

keep you under subjection. Jesus understood the relationship between his people 

and their oppressors. The solution that Jesus brought for Israel, as they faced the 

hostility of the Greco-Roman world, was the word and the work of redemption for 

all the cast-down people in every generation and in every age. 

 

And so, Christianity as it was born in the mind of Jesus, is a technique of survival 

for the oppressed.  Over subsequent years, Christianity became an institution that 

forgot about humility - it became a religion of the powerful and the dominant, 

sometimes used as an instrument of oppression, but that was never in the mind or 

the life of Jesus - for wherever his true Spirit appears, “the oppressed gather fresh 

courage; because he announced the good news that fear, hypocrisy, and hatred - 

the ‘three hounds of hell’ that track the trail of the disinherited - need have no 

dominion over them.”    

 

Thurmond says in essence that to follow Jesus means imitating his radical humility 

and his way of life, in which he says, “You must abandon your fear of each other 

and fear only God. You must not indulge in any deception and dishonesty, even to 

save your lives. Your words must be Yea – Nay; anything else is evil. Hatred is 

destructive to hated and hater alike. Love your enemy, that you may be children of 

[God].”  Amen.     


